Abstract -The framework of Petri nets is extended with imprecise temporal properties. Possibility theory is applied to model imprecise time by time-stamping tokens and assigning durations to firing of the transitions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Careful examination of many real world applications reveals that they involve synchronization of several tasks and the durations of activities must be appropriately modeled as opposed to represent them by fixed quantities. Suppose, a machine C requires two units A and a unit of B to produce an assembled product ABA.
The operation of machine C is said to be synchronized with the availability of two units of A and one unit of B.
In real world applications, the duration of a task may vary and cannot be realistically modeled by a fixed number.
A Petri network is an ideal representation to model synchronization of tasks and to study the system's dynamic behavior and to prove some interesting properties such as deadlock and starvation.
The framework of Petri nets does not explicitly provide the notion of time. Ordinary Petri nets may be viewed as operating according to some internal (system) clock. In this view each firing of a transition is associated with one clock cycle or tick. The length of the interval between ticks is not important, only the relations "before" and "after" among ticks are important. Occurrence of an event (firing of a transition) is not dependent on the number of internal ticks since the start of the clock. It depends only on the configuration of the net and its marking at the given clock cycle.
In this paper we will examine the previous work done on timed Petri network and extend it to handle tokens and transitions when they are representing imprecise time. We also show that how this extended Petri network will be used quite elegantly to model and reason with complex process application involving imprecise time. In many real world applications, the duration of a task is varying and it can be represented by a possibilistic distribution instead of using a fixed number as has been done in some crude models. When an interval is presented with possibilistic distribution, it is important to develop a temporal composition operation for propagating tokens across transitions in an extended Petri network. In this paper we describe the algorithms of the extended Petri network and provide a brief outline of temporal composition operation. Details of temporal composition operation can be found in our previous work v-21.
The paper is organized as following. We provide the background information of Petri network in section2 and is followed by a review on timed Petri network. In section 4, we describe possibilistic representation of time and is followed by an algorithm for timed Petri network with possibilistic time. In section 6 we summarize the conclusion of this paper.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF PETRI NET THEORY
Ever since the introduction of the Petri net theory by Petri in his Ph.D. dissertation, it was widely used for modeling the dynamics of systems of the most diverse domains. Petri net is a graph-based structure consisting of places and transitions. The net simulates the dynamic behavior of a system by continuously firing enabled transitions when tokens are removed and inserted into places.
Let us illustrate the application of Petri Nets using the following example of an automated manufacturing system shown in Figure 1 modeled by transition t l , and its product after processing is modeled as a token in place p 2 . When one token is available in place p 2 transitions t2 and t3 are enabled, but only one of them can fire. There is a non-determinism in selection which of these transitions should fire, which is usually resolved by randomly breaking a tie. In this representation, no information is given about the duration of operation of robots and machines. Alternatively, operations are assumed instantaneous, which is quite not realistic. Also, the capacity of the buffers (places p , through p7) is assumed to be infinite.
REVIEW OF TIMED AND FUZZY PETRI NETWORKS
Qualitative notion of time is implicitly represented in Petri in the sense that each firing of a transition is associated with one clock cycle or tick. The length of the interval between ticks is not important, only the relations "before" and "after" among ticks are important. Occurrence of an event (firing of a transition) is not dependent on the number of internal ticks since the start of the clock. It depends only on the configuration of the net and its marking at the given clock cycle.
To capture the quantitative notion of time, "external time" (or "external clock") was introduced in [ 2 ] . In such representation, the occurrence of the events depends not only on the marking, but also on the elapsed time since the occurrence of some other events. Having a single time line subsumes both internal and external times. There are several proposals incorporating the notion of time to virtually every component of the Petri nets framework, namely tokens, transitions, places, and arcs [3, 17, 201.
Because of the fact that any Petri net evolves by moving tokens over the places and the enabling of the transitions is dependent on the availability of tokens, it seems quite natural to associate time with tokens [ 15, 26, 271. In most cases, the enabling of a transition depends on the timestamps of the tokens. This timestamp may be interpreted as the age of a particular token (how much time elapsed since it has been produced), or as the age of a sequence of tokens that are generated after a series of firing transitions.
Time can be associated with transitions too [4, 10, 261. The possible interpretations of time 8 is associated with transition tj include: t, may (or must) fire only after 8 time units pass after t, becomes enabled (8 is assumed to be relative); t, may fire only during time interval 8 ( 8 is assumed to be absolute); the duration of firing of t, is 8 ( 8 is assumed to be relative). In this case tj may (or must) start firing as soon as it becomes enabled. First two approaches of associating time with transitions seem to be unnatural, because it is difficult to imagine a description of a system where certain processes can occur only within a given time frame. It is more likely that the processes taking place in a modeled system would have some length in time, which will be represented as durations of firing transitions of a Petri net.
Waiting time can be associated with places [8, 271. Once token has been added to a place, it will not contribute to enabling any transition before the waiting time associated with that place has elapsed. Also, a transition must fire as soon as it becomes enabled.
Time can also be associated with arcs [19] . In this case it is interpreted as a period of time that must elapse until a token will arrive from a place to a transition or vice versa. This representation is equivalent to representing time as the duration of firing a transition.
Associating time with arcs andor places instead of transitions simply changes the way in which a Petri net is interpreted. In any case (time associated with transitions, places or arcs) the semantics of a Petri net are defined in a similar way.
A wide range of extensions to the basic Petri net framework has been done to incorporate ill-known information about evolutions of the network [6, 7, 21 , 271, most of which are outlined in [ 5 ] . These extensions include: fuzzy token locations, fuzzy firing rules (when transitions fire with a degree of possibility), fuzzy firing windows (during which transitions may fire), etc. In our approach, imprecise information is given about temporal properties of a dynamic system. In Petri nets these properties are modeled by the timestamps associated with each token (absolute time of its generation) and durations of firing of the transitions. Depending on the inclination of the slope (i.e. the sign of (hl -h2)) we will distinguish between Ltrapezoidal (hl < h2) and R-trapezoidal (hl > h2) shapes.
Iv. POSSIBILISTIC REPRESENTATION OF TIME
Instances of these trapezoidal shapes include rectangular shape (hl = hz), L-triangular (h, = 0) and R-triangular (h2 = 0) shapes.
Figure 4. L-trapezoidal and R-trapezoidal possibilistic distributions
It is possible to approximate any function using only rectangular shapes, but better approximation will require a very fine quantification and therefore will result in many elementary rectangles used to approximate the function. Approximations using several trapezoidal shapes are closer to the real functions and require less elementary shapes participating in such approximations ( Figure 5 ). However, for each individual value of z we must select x and y such that F(z) reaches it's maximal value.
Depending on the interrelationship among the height parameters hl through h4, the resulting formula describes a piece-wise linear function resulting from a combination of J ( x ) and gj(y). The specific parameters of such a formula depend only on the analytical expressions for j(x) and g,(y) and on up to two additional parameters x1 and x2, which can be derived from the analytical expressions ofh(x) and g,(y). For example, Figure 6 shows two elementary trapezoidal distributions, interrelationships among height parameters hl through h4 and parameters x1 and x2, which are the projection points of some height hi onto the slope of the opposite trapezoid. Detailed studies and the techniques for deriving the analytical expressions for such combinations are presented in [22] .
v. ALGORITHMS FOR TIMED PETRI NETS WITH POSSIBILISTIC TIME
Any Petri network executes by firing transitions. In the classical Petri network model, as well as in our approach, in each cycle not more than one transition fires. Figure 7 presents an algorithm of executing a Petri network. It runs in a loop until certain termination condition is met. It can be either a number of firings (cycles), a duration of the simulation, a condition when a token reaches certain place, etc. In each iteration of the loop, this algorithm calls procedure FireTransition, which finds an enabled transition and if such transition exists, fires it. A transition may fire only if it is enabled, that is each of its input places has at least as many tokens in it as arcs from the place to the transition. Figure 8 presents algorithm FireTransition for firing a transition, which starts with finding all enabled transitions in the network. Enabled transitions are found according to the rule given above, which is taken directly from the applied Petri network theory.
When all enabled transitions are found, algorithm must determine which of them will fire. This is a source of non-determinism in the classical Petri net theory. In our approach we can use temporal information stored in the tokens for determining which enabled transition will fire. In order to do this, in each input places of all transitions we must find the token MinToken with the earliest timestamp. This gives the information when the first available token has arrived to a given place. The timestamps of these tokens will be used for the synchronization at the enabled transitions.
For each set of input places of each transition we find a maximum (a synchronized token) among previously found tokens MinTokens. This shows the earliest time when tokens are available in all input places of an enabled transition and therefore, the time when a transition becomes enabled to fire. By comparing these times for all enabled transitions, we can find what is the transition, which becomes the earliest enabled to fire. There are several ways how we can compare possibilistic distribution. On of them is comparing the leftmost boundary of each distribution. Another one involves calculating a median value of each distribution and comparing these medians Thus, among all enabled transitions, the firing transition is determined as the one whose synchronized token is minimal. If there are no enabled transitions (and therefore no firing transition), algorithm
FireTrans i tion returns a failure. Otherwise, the selected transition fires. From all input places of the firing transition a minimal token is removed. Adding the duration of the firing transition to the synchronized token generates new token. This new token is added to all output places of the firing transition.
The algorithm for finding the firing a transition and firing it is extended as shown on Figure 8 to take into account that tokens are timestamped, transitions have durations, and they cannot fire again until a period of time passes that is equal to the duration of firing.
To illustrate the advantages of using possibility for representing temporal constrains, let us consider a solution of the above-described problem of modeling the automated manufacturing system. Assume that possibilistic representation of the operations' durations is such as shown in Table 1 The graph of the corresponding Timed Petri net and the configuration of the initial marking is presented in Figure 9 . Assume the numeric values of the initial marking as shown in Table 2 ( Figure 9 shows only locations of the tokens, but not the possibilistic distributions associated with them). Table 2 . Numeric data for the initial marking of the automated manufacturing system problem Figure 9 . Timed Petri net graph for the automated manufacturing system Tokens in place p1 indicates that two pieces of part A will be available for machine 1 at any time between 0 and 3 minutes, but most plausibly between 1 and 2 minutes. Token in place p5 indicates that machine 3 will receive part B at any time between 0 and 6 minutes, but most plausibly between 2 and 4 minutes.
Comparing the results with interval and possibilistic representation of time, it is obvious that the second result with possibilistic temporal intervals expresses much more information providing the most plausible interval for the final product to be assembled.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered how time can be incorporated into the framework of Petri nets. Throughout the paper, we used an example of an automated manufacturing system that was used to show advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to representing time in Petri nets. The duration of a task, which is represented by a possibilistic distribution, is modeled as a transition in the extended Petri network. The tokens represent the completion time of the tasks and hence they are associated with possibilistic distributions. In a typical Petri network, synchronization or to determining the enabling time of a transition is quite easy. We provide an elegant solution to enabling a transition with incoming tokens with possibilistic distributions. Using an example we have clearly shown the expressiveness of this approach and its advantage over other approaches.
